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Tab 1: About the REACH Project   
Florida has a severe shortage of affordable and attainable homes. Hurricanes, tropical 
storms and extreme rain events put all homes at risk, especially older homes. Ensuring that 
affordable housing and neighborhoods are supported by resilient infrastructure and 
mitigation strategies requires integrated planning and coordination across departments and 
agencies.  

To support local governments and housing authorities, the Florida Housing Coalition has 
collaborated with the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council (TBRPC) to develop a new 
planning self-assessment checklist for the Resilience and Energy Assessment of 
Communities and Housing (REACH) project. 
 
The REACH project, led by the TBRPC and supported by a grant from the JP Morgan Chase 
Foundation, is connecting housing, equity and resilience experts around the state and local 
government partners in the region. Working together, we are developing new resources, 
considering new approaches and producing new data.  Cities and counties are setting goals 
for increasing affordable housing units and the Regional Resilience Coalition is collaborating 
to integrate housing affordability and resilience.  

Resilient housing planning must also be data-driven and include measures to mitigate racial 
and social disparities. REACH embraces a new resilience paradigm which considers 
housing as infrastructure -- to build safer, more equitable vibrant communities today and 
tomorrow.    

ADDITIONAL REACH RESOURCES IN DEVELOPMENT:  

Guide to Conducting Community Vulnerability Assessments - The new methodology and guide will 
help standardize approaches and processes for defining community vulnerability and developing strategies. 

Flood Risk Housing Mapper - A web-based GIS application developed by the UF Shimberg Center which 
links numerous data sets to assess and visualize current flood hazards and future sea level rise to different 
categories of affordable housing. 

Integrating Equity & Health into Planning: A Compilation of Resources - Links to leading national, state 
and local frameworks, papers and local government plans which provide recommendations for integrating 
equity and health strategies into climate planning processes. 
 

The REACH resources are jointly developed with the following Partners: 
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council  

Florida Housing Coalition  

United Way Suncoast 

University of Florida (UF) Shimberg Center for Housing Studies  

University of South Florida (USF) – Florida Center for Community Design and Research (FCCD&R)  

  
 
For more information contact: Gladys Cook, cook@flhousing.org or CJ Reynolds, cjreynolds@tbrpc.org 

 



Tab 2: Instructions for Using the Self-Assessment Checklist 

General Instructions 
Step 1: Assemble the Housing Resilience Planning Self-Assessment Team.  Assign a Team Lead. 
Select and invite appropriate plan managers to the kickoff meeting. For example, the SHIP Administrator 
may be asked to complete the LHAP tab of the checklist, while the Mitigation Officer may be asked to 
complete the LMS tab of the checklist. You may choose to focus on plans that are to be updated in the near 
future.   

Step 2: Kickoff Meeting.  The Team Lead and other plan managers meet with the REACH Team for a 
review of the process, the Checklist and instructions. The group will review each tab in the REACP Self-
Assessment Checklist. A deadline for completion of the checklist will be announced. Follow-up meetings will 
be scheduled to report on findings and discuss next steps. Technical assistance will be available from the 
REACH team during the checklist completion, primarily the Florida Housing Coalition.  

Step 3: Team Members Complete Assigned Self-Assessment Checklist.  See Checklist Steps below for 
detailed instructions. The Team Lead will monitor progress and contact plan managers for status updates. 
The deadline for completion and the date of the next meeting will be provided.  

Step 4: Checklist Review Meeting.  The Team Lead and plan managers meet with the REACH team to 
review findings, observations, and recommendations. Technical assistance will be available on policy and 
funding questions. The final meeting will be announced with assigned presenters to report out on their 
experience and recommendations for plan revisions.  

Step 5: Self-Assessment Policy Audit Report Meeting.  Team members and other stakeholders will meet 
for a presentation on the results of the Self-Assessment Checklist, overview of opportunities and 
constraints, and strategic planning for next steps.   

Instructions for Checklist Completion for Team Lead and Plan 
Managers 
The Checklist is intended to be completed online. If difficulties occur, it may be downloaded and shared via 
email to other team members. Please feel free to contact the Coalition for assistance at 
cook@flhousing.org. 

Checklist Step 1: Open your plan(s) and documents for convenient reference.  

Checklist Step 2: Open the Checklist tab(s) that applies to your plan or role, knowledge, and expertise and 
complete the assessment. 

Checklist Step 3: For each policy statement, select the checkmark dropdown under the column labeled 
Yes, No, N/A, and In Process as most accurately describes the status of the policy statement. To uncheck 
inadvertent checkmarks, simply backspace over the checkmark. 

Checklist Step 4: Upon completion of Tabs 7-15 (or at any time), open Tab 16 to finalize the checklist and 
view scores of each plan reviewed. Check each plan that has been completed and view scores for each 
plan. 

Checklist Step 5: Meet with REACH workgroup to share findings and discuss opportunities for increasing 
resilience through the planning process. Prepare set of findings, observations, and recommendations. 

Checklist Step 6: Engage in appropriate planning framework to further review potential plan revisions and 
program strategies with feedback and ongoing support from the REACH workgroup. 

Notes 



Note 1: The associated points for each answer (Yes, No, N/A and In Process) are tabulated at the bottom of 
each Tab and on Tab 16 Program Performance. Note that Tab 7 Baseline Plans and Tab 15 Stakeholder 
Engagement are scored but are not included in the overall tabulation for Program Performance Score.   

Note 2: Each item has an open field to enter any comments to capture your feedback about the statement 
or acknowledge that the policy is located in another plan than the one under review.   

Note 3: Each plan assessment tab offers an extra comment area at the bottom of the sheet for identification 
of the reviewer, the update status of the subject plan, and an open field for comments.   

Note 4: The Checklist is protected to prevent inadvertent alteration of the formulas and content. The only 
cells that can be edited are the checkmark response cells and the contact information forms at the bottom of 
the tabs.  

Note 5: The Performance Category for each plan will automatically populate and appear on the Program 
Performance tab at the end.  

Note 6: If a tab is partially completed or not completed, there will be no score on Tab 16, Program 
Performance Tab.  

Note 7: If the jurisdiction does not complete all tabs, the sheet will not include those points in the final 
performance. The REACH team will prepare a customized score and Performance Report that does not 
include all tabs that will remove bias from null entries. 

What Comes Next? 

Upon completion of the Self-Assessment Checklist and evaluation of Program Performance (Tab 16), 
program managers should consider additional opportunities to incorporate housing hazard resilience efforts 
consistently throughout planning frameworks.  Immediately following the policy audit, it is recommended that 
the schedule for plan update be considered so amendments can be proposed to apply best mitigation 
practices and equity policies into the local planning framework. The Florida Housing Coalition will provide 
guidance on this practice with the goal of optimizing housing resilience in planning, funding, and project 
implementation.  

Examples of Next Steps: 
• Departments can update protocol to enhance how hazard and vulnerability assessments are conducted 
such as incorporating a walking assessment for high risk areas. 
• Address planning as an interdisciplinary activity to ensure interconnectedness across plans and 
throughout policy language, establishing consistency from high-level growth management plans to spending 
and implementation plans. 
• Prioritize housing mitigation projects in pending funding cycles. 
• Continue to advocate for increased mitigation funding at all levels including federal HUD, FEMA and 
USDA, as well as state and local sources including SHIP and private programs including Federal Home 
Loan Bank, Solar Energy Loan Fund, and other private development sources. 

Thank you for participating!  

 



TAB 3: SCORING AND PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES 

The Checklist uses a color-coded classification to indicate whether a policy or element in a plan is 
considered Mandatory, Best Practice, Strong Performer or an Equity Principle. For every Yes 
response, points are assigned. The points are automatically calculated for each Plan Tab and will be 
defined as one of five performance categories for that plan. "In Process" responses receive one half 
of the score for that row. Tab 16 auto populates the summary of points for each tab.   

 

CLASSIFICATION DESCRIPTION POINTS 

            

Mandatory 
Indicates statutorily required policies or programs, as 
defined in federal or state law.  1 

      

Best Practice 
Indicates policies or strategies that are highly 
recommended and encouraged in various laws and 
leading programs. 

3 

      

Strong Performer 
Indicates policies that are supportive of effective 
programs, implementation strategies and/or outcomes.  2 

  

Equity Principle 
Indicates policies, goals, or program recommendations 
that address racial and socio-economic vulnerabilities 
and disparities. 

3 

   

 



Tab 4: Policy and Plan References 

This tab provides links to federal, state, and local regulations. Scroll to see brief explanations of the 
primary plans and requirements.   

Jurisdiction 
Guiding 

Policy/Documents/
Plans 

Citations 

Federal 
  Stafford Act Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 

P.L. 93-288 as amended. 42 U.S. Code § 5121. Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, 2003. 

FEMA Core 
Capabilities  

National Preparedness Goal, Second Edition. Department of 
Homeland Security, September 2015. 

National Disaster 
Recovery 
Framework 

National Disaster Recovery Framework, Second Edition. Department 
of Homeland Security, June 2016. 

National Flood 
Insurance Program  

Code of Federal Regulations, 44 CFR 60.22 Planning Considerations  

HUD Consolidated 
Plan 

Code of Federal Regulations, 24 CFR part 91. 

HUD CDBG-DR  Code of Federal Regulations, 24 CFR part 570. 
State 
  FDEM-CEMP  Florida Statutes, § 252.35. (2020) 

FDEM-State Hazard 
Mitigation Plan  

42 U.S. Code § 5165. Mitigation planning. 2018. 
 Florida Statutes, § 252.3655. (2020)  

Peril of Flood  https://www.tbrpc.org/peril-of-flood-workshops/  
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Stat
ute&Search_String=&URL=0100-0199/0163/Sections/0163.3178.html  

Comprehensive 
Plan 

Florida Statutes, § 163.3177. (2020) 

Sadowski Affordable 
Housing Act 

Florida Statutes, Chapter 420 Housing. 

Local 
  Comprehensive 

Plan 
See Florida Statutes. 

Post Disaster 
Redevelopment 
Plan 

https://floridadep.gov/sites/default/files/PDRP%20SLR%20Guidebook
%20Update_FINAL_061518-v8.pdf  

Local Mitigation 
Strategy 

Florida Administrative Code, 27P-22.005 Local Mitigation Strategy. 
2002. 

Local Housing 
Assistance Plan  

Florida Administrative Code, 67-37.005 Local Housing Assistance 
Plans. 2017. 

Incentive Plan Florida Statutes, § 125.01055 Affordable Housing. 
HUD Consolidated 
Plan 

See Code of Federal Regulations. 

Green Building Energy Policy Act of 2005, P.L. 109-58. 42 USC §13201 et seq. 
(2005) 
Florida Statutes, § 420.9075 Local housing assistance plans; 
partnerships. 

   
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (COMP PLAN) REFERENCES AND CROSSWALK  

What is a Comprehensive Plan? 



A local government’s comprehensive plan is a vision document that provides guidance for growth through a 
set of goals, objectives, and policies. The document is regulatory, meaning that any permit, land use, or 
zoning decision must be consistent with the comprehensive plan. If it isn't, then the local government cannot 
approve the project. 
The Comprehensive Plan: 
- Guides and controls future development 
- Assists with overcoming existing problems and dealing effectively with future problems that may result 
from the use and development of land 
- Preserves, promotes, protects, and improves the public health, safety, comfort and good order 
- Protects human, environmental, social, and economic resources 
  
Comprehensive Plan Elements 

Future Land Use 

• Use, Density & Intensity (Future Land Use Map)  
• Redevelopment  
• Neighborhood Preservation  
• Community Aesthetics 

Conservation 

• Air Quality  
• Water Quality  
• Groundwater Recharge  
• Floodplains  
• Wetlands  
• Wildlife  
• Historical Resource  
• Energy Conservation 

Coastal Management 

• Coastal Resource Protection:  
    - Natural  
    - Recreational  
    - Economic  
    - Cultural  
• Hazard Avoidance & Mitigation  
• Hurricane Evacuation 

Transportation 

• Coordinated Multi-modal Transportation System:  
    - Pedestrian  
    - Bicycle  
    - Transit  
    - Roads  
    - Airport 

Housing 

• Housing Demand  
• Housing Supply & Quality  
• Affordable Housing Needs  
• Group Housing 

Recreation and Open 
Space 

• Parkland  
• Recreation Facilities  
• Open Space  
• Public Access to Waterfronts 

Public Facilities & Utilities 

• Potable Water  
    - Water Facilities  
    - Water Supply  
• Wastewater Facilities  
• Solid Waste Facilities  
• Stormwater Facilities 

Capital Improvements • Shows financial feasibility of plan 



Intergovernmental 
Coordination 

• Coordination Mechanisms:  
    - Adjacent Governments  
    - Regional & State Agencies 

Public School Facilities 
(optional) 

• Public schools interlocal coordination 

Additional Elements: • Livable Cities Element • Historic and Cultural Element • Environmental 

  
LOCAL MITIGATION STRATEGY (LMS) REFERENCES AND CROSSWALK  

FEMA Core Capabilities 

Risk and Disaster Resilience Assessment Community ResilienceMission Area: Mitigation 1. Assess risk 
and disaster resilience so that decision makers, responders, and community members can take informed 
action to reduce their entity's risk and increase their resilience. 2. Enable the recognition, understanding, 
communication of, and planning for risk and empower individuals and communities to make informed risk 
management decisions necessary to adapt to, withstand, and quickly recover from future incidents. 
  
Local Mitigation Strategy Overview:  Florida Department of Emergency Management (FDEM) 
https://www.floridadisaster.org/dem/mitigation/local-mitigation-strategy/  

Plans assess risks and vulnerabilities, identify actions to reduce losses from those hazards identified, and 
establish a coordinated process to implement the plan using a wide range of public and private investments. 
Link to LMS Manual: 
https://portal.floridadisaster.org/mitigation/MitigateFL/External/Local%20Mitigation%20Strategy%20(LMS)/L
MS%20Update%20Manual%202019.pdf  

The plan must include a statement or section detailing how, when, and by whom it will be updated during 
the 5-year cycle. A description of how the plan will be updated is required. There must also be a schedule, 
or set frequency, when update sessions will occur. 

LOCAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE PLAN (LHAP) REFERENCES AND CROSSWALK 
Local Housing Assistance Plan Overview 

The State Housing Initiatives Partnership (SHIP) Program is the centerpiece of the William E. Sadowski 
Affordable Housing Act, passed in 1992.  
The Florida Housing Finance Corporation (FHFC) administers the SHIP Program. Funds are used as 
incentives to produce and/or preserve affordable home ownership and multifamily rental housing. 
Jurisdictions must establish a Local Housing Assistance Plan (LHAP) that provides strategies to meet the 
affordable housing needs of their community. 
The strategies most relevant to resilience and disaster recovery include Rehabilitation, Acquisition Rehab 
and Disaster Recovery.  Home replacement is a Disaster Recovery Strategy.  While 65% of SHIP funds 
must target homeownership, the repair or replacement of rental housing, whether owned and operated by a 
for profit or nonprofit entity is an eligible activity.  

HUD CONSOLIDATED PLAN (CON PLAN) REFERENCES AND CROSSWALK 
HUD Consolidated Plan Overview 
HUD Exchange Description:  https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/consolidated-plan/  

The Consolidated Plan is designed to help states and local jurisdictions to assess their affordable housing 
and community development needs and market conditions, and to make data-driven, place-based 
investment decisions. 
The consolidated planning process serves as the framework for a community-wide dialogue to identify 
housing and community development priorities that align and focus funding from the CPD formula block 
grant programs: 
    - Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
    - HOME Investment Partnership (HOME) 
    - Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) 
    - Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS (HOPWA) 



The Consolidated Plan is carried out through Annual Action Plans, which provide a concise summary of the 
actions, activities, and the specific federal and non-federal resources that will be used each year to address 
the priority needs and specific goals identified by the Consolidated Plan. 
Con Plan and Action Plan Components Specific to Mitigation 
MA-65 Hazard Mitigation - 91.210(a)(5), 91.310(a)(3) 
Describe the jurisdiction’s increased natural hazard risks associated with climate change.  
Commencing with HUD Consolidated Plans (ConPlan) that are submitted on or after January 1, 2018, 
jurisdictions must include a hazard mitigation component in the Market Analysis section of each plan.  
The Consolidated Plan is implemented through Annual Action Plans, which provide a concise summary of 
the actions, activities, and the specific federal and non-federal resources that will be used each year to 
address the priority needs and specific goals identified by the Consolidated Plan. 
The analysis is meant to inform disaster preparedness, specifically in regard to preserving affordable 
housing. 
Though informative and necessary, the hazard mitigation requirement does not carry any policy or program 
mandates. 
The benefit of the analysis is that it affords the jurisdiction the opportunity to coordinate the ConPlan with 
external hazard mitigation strategies. 
Jurisdictions may choose to allocate federal funds towards activities supporting mitigation and can also 
prioritize the most vulnerable households to receive assistance 

POST DISASTER REDEVELOPMENT PLAN (PDRP) REFERENCES AND CROSSWALK 
Florida's State Requirements 
Florida’s Growth Management Act, Chapter 163, Part II, Florida Statutes (F.S.), requires all of Florida’s 67 
counties and 410 municipalities to adopt local Government Comprehensive Plans that guide future growth 
and development. Rule 9J‐5, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.), provides the minimum criteria for plan 
review and compliance determination. Also included within these State regulations is the foundation for 
post‐disaster redevelopment planning. 
Sections 163.3177(7)(l) and 163.3178(2), F.S., and Rule 9J‐5.012(3)(b)(8), F.AC., require that coastal 
communities prepare PDRPs and policies that will reduce the vulnerability of private and public property and 
individuals to natural disasters. The plans and policies will be based on “studies, surveys, and data” and will 
be consistent with coastal resource plans. In addition, the statute recommends that non‐coastal 
communities also develop a Plan. 

COASTAL MANAGEMENT ELEMENT- PERIL OF FLOOD AND POST DISASTER REDEVELOPMENT 
PLAN 

Chapter 163, Part II, F.S., requires that each general-purpose local government with jurisdiction over 
coastal lands include a coastal management element in its comprehensive plan based on studies, surveys, 
and data (Section 163.3177(6)(g), F.S.). It further requires that the coastal element contain a redevelopment 
component outlining the principles to be used to eliminate inappropriate and unsafe development in the 
coastal areas when opportunities arise (Section 163.3178(2)(f), F.S.). Data and analysis for the coastal 
management element must include natural disaster concerns with several specific post‐disaster 
redevelopment analyses (Rule 9J‐5.012(2) (e), F.A.C.). Rule 9J‐5.012 (3)(c)(5), F.A.C., also requires that 
the coastal management element include policies on post-disaster redevelopment that accomplish the 
following:  
• Distinguish between immediate repair and clean‐up actions needed to protect public health and safety and 
long‐term repair and redevelopment activities;  
• Address the removal, relocation, or structural modification of damaged infrastructure as determined 
appropriate by the local government but consistent with Federal funding provisions and unsafe structures;  
• Limit redevelopment in areas of repeated damage; and  
• Incorporate the recommendations of interagency hazard mitigation reports, as deemed appropriate by the 
local government, into the local government’s comprehensive plan when it is revised during the evaluation 
and appraisal process. 
Florida Department of Emergency Management: Post Disaster Recovery Plan Background 
Information 
The purpose is to provide operational strategies and roles and responsibilities for implementation that will 
guide decisions affecting long term recovery and redevelopment of the community after a disaster. 
Florida Department of Emergency Management PDRP Guidebook 



https://www.floridadisaster.org/globalassets/importedpdfs/post-disaster-redevelopment-planning-guidebook-
lo.pdf    

Reasons to develop a PDRP: 
• Reduces vulnerability to disasters by advanced risk assessments and strategies for mitigation of hazards 
• Required for coastal communities and encouraged for all other communities 
• Allows for a more successful community recovery from disaster impacts 

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT: FEMA 
The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) as administered by FEMA:  
• Provides flood insurance to reduce the socio-economic impact of flooding in areas lacking private flood 
insurance availability. 
• Works with communities required to adopt and enforce floodplain management regulations that help 
mitigate flooding effects. Effective flood management measures result in premium discounts for insured. 
The National Flood Insurance Program:  
• https://www.floodsmart.gov/  
•  https://www.fema.gov/flood-insurance  

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE AND BUILDING PRACTICES 
Federal:  Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Section 502 of the Clean Water Act defines green infrastructure as "...the range of measures that use plant 
or soil systems, permeable pavement or other permeable surfaces or substrates, stormwater harvest and 
reuse, or landscaping to store, infiltrate, or evapotranspirate stormwater and reduce flows to sewer systems 
or to surface waters." 
Green Infrastructure Policy Guides: 
https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure/policy-guides 

Components of Green Building https://archive.epa.gov/greenbuilding/web/html/components.html • Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy • Water Efficiency • Environmental preferable building materials and 
specifications • Waste reduction • Toxics reduction • Indoor air quality • Smart growth and sustainable 
development  

Green Infrastructure Examples for Climate Resiliency:  
• Manage flooding 
• Prepare for drought 
• Reduce urban heat island 
• Lower building energy demands 
• Spend less energy managing water 
• Protect coastal areas 
State: Florida Green Building Coalition (FGBC) 
Green Local Government Standard 
https://floridagreenbuilding.org/local-governments 
The FGBC Green Local Government Standard presents a comprehensive list of criteria, organized in terms 
of local government department functions. It focuses on improving environmental performance through a 
number of mediums (energy, water, air, land, waste), and evaluates: 
• Environmental practices done "in-house" 
• Incentives and ordinances to foster green practices 
• Educational activities to improve the environment  

FGBC Green Local Government Checklist-Application Tool 
https://floridagreenbuilding.org/local-governments  

Assisted Housing Go Green:  Florida Housing Finance Corporation  
Florida Housing Finance Corporation is committed to “living green” by requiring the inclusion of green 
building features that promote energy and water efficiency and healthy living practices in affordable 
homeowner and rental homes financed by our programs. 
https://www.floridahousing.org/programs/special-programs/go-green   



Tab 5: FHC Recommendations for Housing Mitigation Best 
Practices  
Consider policies, regulations, and standards to support the implementation of Florida 
Housing Coalition's seven recommended priorities for housing mitigation. 

1. Home Hardening, Elevation, and Rebuilding 

Housing programs should prioritize strategies for retrofitting single family and multifamily homes to reduce 
exposure to the risks of natural hazards. Mitigation treatments should be directed to allow residents to safely 
shelter in place (in the absence of an evacuation order) and to qualify for home insurance for flood, wind or 
hazards as well as insurance premium discounts. Housing resilience should be achieved according to green 
building standards and certifications. Elevation of homes should be pursued in flood prone areas. Housing 
mitigation programs should foster innovative and energy cost saving features. Hazards from extreme heat 
should be assessed and mitigation treatments applied to homes with this vulnerability. A best practice is the 
requirement of green building criteria and certification, for example, by the Florida Green Building Coalition 
or Enterprise Green Communities.  
  

2. Buyout and Relocation 

Homes located in flood prone areas that have been impacted by repetitive flood damages or are otherwise 
exposed to coastal hazards may need to be voluntarily purchased and the residents relocated to a non-
hazard area. This is an alternative to hardening, elevation, or rebuilding on site when the hazards cannot be 
mitigated. It is important to address the ability of the beneficiary to obtain suitable replacement housing and 
that accessibility needs are met. 
  

3. Mobile Home Tie-Downs and Enhancements 

Older mobiles homes (pre-1994) can be replaced with modern manufactured housing that meets current 
building codes. Newer mobiles homes can be made more resilient through tie-downs, window films, and 
carport anchoring. 
  

4. Priority for LMI, Vulnerable Populations, and Addressing Racial Equity 

In recognition that lower income households and people of color are disproportionately negatively impacted 
by natural disasters, low- and moderate-income residents and neighborhoods must be a priority for the use 
of public resources for mitigation activities.  The community should assess the social vulnerability of its 
residents who are located in flood prone areas or exposed to natural hazards due to substandard housing, 
lack of clear title, or accessibility.    
  

5. Incentives and Regulations 

Housing programs are an essential investment that can be supported and encouraged through financial and 
regulatory incentives. This is the most effective tool a community has to prioritize mitigation treatments and 
to assist underserved populations. Incentives should be developed across disciplines and lead to a cost 
effective and integrated set of tools, rules and programs that holistically support hazard assessment and 
mitigation through finance, insurance, and public-private partnerships. Programs should be supported with 
technical assistance, mapping and vulnerability assessment tools, including software, to ensure a data-
driven approach. Caution and balance must be practiced. Regulations can be deployed to discourage 
development in hazardous locations. Code enforcement protocols that prioritize correcting structural 
deficiencies can improve compliance and life safety but must be supported by policies for post-disaster 
emergency provisions and functional standards for rebuilding. Consumer incentives can include insurance 



premium discounts, green mortgages, and tax breaks for energy saving retrofits. Green and energy 
certification programs can provide validity to mitigation activities and document the features that add to the 
value and resilience of the home.  
  

6. Home Insurance: Wind and Flood 

Adequate flood, wind, and hazard home insurance is a form of financial resilience that allows a homeowner 
or rental property owners to repair and rebuild should disaster strike. All homes financed with a mortgage 
must carry liability insurance as well as wind and flood as dictated by the location and structural type of the 
home. Local governments providing housing assistance require indemnification as well. Lenders and local 
governments requiring insurance should specify proper terms and make tips available on selecting 
adequate and appropriate coverage. Homes that are not mortgaged but are in flood zones are particularly 
vulnerable to catastrophic loss. Data is available to planners and the general public on flood zone 
requirements and repetitively flooded areas. FEMA cannot feasibly cover repetitive losses indefinitely. 
Consumers should be aware of how to qualify for insurance premium discounts for wind mitigation features. 
Other insurance, such as sinkhole hazard, may also be required but overlooked by the insured.  
  

7. Community Engagement and Competence 

The ability of a community to engage in a productive manner to prioritize adaptive measures can determine 
how well people and homes are protected from natural hazards. Florida’s housing providers are highly 
competent as a result of their experience administering the state housing trust funds even though the 
Florida Legislature has diverted over $2 billion in housing trust funds over the past 30 years. Engagement 
and competency should include community awareness and support for housing programs and permanent 
affordability such as Community Land Trusts (CLT). Information should be provided to help prevent Not In 
My Backyard (NIMBY) syndrome by encouraging informed decision-making. Local leadership and strong 
ongoing coordination between the housing providers and the emergency management departments is 
essential to developing a robust housing mitigation program that operates year-round. This may also include 
community-sponsored educational and networking seminars for developers and property owners. Green 
infrastructure planning and development is an indicator of community competence and engagement, 
especially when made a priority for low- and moderate-income neighborhoods. 



Tab 6: Addressing Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 

This tab has tips and recommendations for local governments to consider when reviewing 
plans and designing programs. This information will support data-driven understanding of 
social and racial disparities and application of equity principles that can enhance policies 
and planning frameworks.  

Racial Equity Impact Assessment Framework 

1.  Identify Stakeholders: Which racial/ethnic groups may be most affected by and concerned with the 
issues related to this plan/proposal/program?  

2.  Identify and Document Racial Inequities: Is there quantitative or qualitative data available 
disaggregated by race that speaks to the issues this plan seeks to address? What groups are most 
advantaged and most disadvantaged? 
3. Engage Stakeholders: Have stakeholders from different racial/ethnic groups— especially those most 
adversely affected—been informed, meaningfully involved, and authentically represented in the 
development of this plan? 
4.  Examine the Causes: What factors may be producing and perpetuating racial inequities associated with 
these issues? 
5. Clarify the Purpose: What does the plan or program seek to accomplish? Ensure reducing disparities or 
discrimination is an explicit goal. 

6. Identify Adverse Impacts: What potential adverse impacts or unintended consequences could result? 
How can they be minimized? 

7.  Identify Equitable Impacts: Is there evidence that the policies, tools, or approaches used promote 
equitable opportunities and impacts? 

8. Examine Alternatives or Improvements: What provisions or approaches could be changed or added to 
reduce racial disparities and advance racial equity? 

9. Ensure Viability and Sustainability: Is the plan realistic? Are there mechanisms to ensure successful 
implementation and enforcement? Include provisions to ensure ongoing data collection, reporting, 
stakeholder participation and public accountability. 
10. Define Success Indicators: What are your success indicators and progress benchmarks? Ex: Black 
homeownership rates increased by 20% year over year. 

Source: https://www.raceforward.org/sites/default/files/RacialJusticeImpactAssessment_v5.pdf  

INCREASING EQUITY IN PLANNING 

CREATE TARGETED ENGAGEMENT.  
Design public participation events around considerations of the community you need to hear from. Consider 
that people with low wage jobs, limited transportation access, child care needs, food insecurities, and 
housing cost burdens will need targeted engagement strategies and support. Consider providing child care 
and food (bagged/boxed meals), evening and weekend meeting options. Ensure events are within walking 
distances or at club houses at apartment complexes etc. Ask planners/social services/health department 
agency staff to also support community outreach, meet residents and capture their stories, collect the data 
and inform your perspective based on the needs and experiences of the people.  



DEPLOY MITIGATION RESOURCES IN BIPOC AREAS FIRST.  
Prioritizing resiliency infrastructure upgrades to these areas will significantly reduce the public burden on 
resources post-disaster. Older (low-income) neighborhoods often experience a higher rate of disinvestment 
in infrastructure, making them more prone to damage and failure during extreme weather events. 
Catastrophic events threaten the complete destruction of neighborhoods, economies, and tax revenue. This 
then increases reliance on government funding through FEMA, HUD and local resources-- municipal and 
charitable -- to prop up the recovery. If support systems are not in place in advance, more households will 
fall into poverty or deeper poverty after each occurrence, further taxing local communities and budgets. 
Examples include investments to enable shelter in place options, resolution of heir title issues,  and all-
weather storage capacity for perishable foods and refrigerated medicines. 
DEVELOP ENERGY RESILIENCE PROGRAMS. 
Energy costs and energy resilience are major factors for low wage households. Work with utilities and non-
profits to evaluate systems within affordable housing units so tenants are able to manage their use and 
reduce energy bills. Work with health care providers, communities and other non-profits to identify 
individuals who use electricity-dependent medical equipment at home and develop programs to support 
disaster preparedness.  

Source:  https://planning-org-uploaded-media.s3.amazonaws.com/publication/download_pdf/Planning-for-
Equity-Policy-Guide-rev.pdf 

   https://www.planning.org/equity/  

Achieving Equity: Seven Key Principles of Disaster Housing Recovery 

1. Everyone in need receives safe, temporary housing where they can reconnect with family and 
community. 
2. Securing help from government is accessible, understandable, and timely. 
3. Displaced people have access to the resources they need for as long as they need to safely and quickly 
recover housing, personal property and transportation; disaster rebuilding jobs and contracts are locally 
sourced, whenever possible. 
4. Everyone is fairly assisted to fully and promptly recover through transparent and accountable programs 
and strict compliance with civil rights laws, with survivors having a say in the way assistance is provided. 
5. All homeowners are able to quickly rebuild in safe, quality neighborhoods of their choice. 
6. Renters and anyone experiencing homelessness before the disaster quickly get quality, affordable, 
accessible rental property in safe, quality neighborhoods of their choice. 
7. All neighborhoods are free from environmental hazards, have equal quality and accessible public 
infrastructure, and are safe and resilient. 
Source: National Low Income Housing Coalition: https://nlihc.org/explore-issues/projects-campaigns/disaster-
housing-recovery   

 OTHER RESOURCES  

Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council Compilation of Climate Equity and Health Planning 
Resources  

APA Planning for Equity Policy Guide 
https://planning-org-uploaded-media.s3.amazonaws.com/publication/download_pdf/Planning-for-Equity-Policy-Guide-
rev.pdf  

Definiti
ons 

              

Underserved Communities - Provided in the Executive Order On Advancing Racial Equity and Support for 
Underserved Communities Through the Federal Government issued on January 20, 2021, the term underserved 
communities refers to groups that have been denied consistent and systematic fair, just, and impartial treatment, 
including Black, Latino, and Indigenous and Native American persons, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders and 
other persons of color; members of religious minorities; lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ+) 
persons; persons with disabilities; persons who live in rural areas; and persons otherwise adversely affected by 
persistent poverty or inequality. For the purposes of this checklist, "underserved communities" may refer to Census 
tracts where there is a high concentration of one or more of these groups. 



Executive Order On Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved Communities Through the Federal 
Government 

Environmental Justice Populations - Refers to minority and low-income populations as defined in Executive Order 
12898.  
Executive Order 12898 - Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-
Income Populations, 59 FR 7629; February 16,1994 

Vulnerable Populations - For the purpose of this checklist, vulnerable populations refers to underserved groups that 
are particularly at-risk of death, injury, financial hardship, displacement or other hardship caused by hazards and 
disasters due to proximity, health issues, or other factor, including but not limited to low- and moderate-income 
households, people without vehicles, people with disabilities, older adults, and people with limited English proficiency 
as defined by the CDC/ATSDR Social Vulnerability Index.  
CDC/ATSDR Social Vulnerability Index  



Tab 7: BASELINE PLANS 

This tab lists all of the potential plans and documents that communities can use to address hazards 
and vulnerabilities. The presence of specific housing strategies or plans for mitigation or disaster 
recovery indicates a concentrated effort in the community to reduce the vulnerability of the housing 
stock to climate-based impacts. The list below includes both mandatory and non-mandatory plans.  
Note that this tab is informational and is not scored for performance.  

  SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

Select the Checkmark in the dropdown for each field to 
indicate if the item is addressed, or if it is not, is N/A, or In 
Process. 

YES NO N/A IN 
PROCESS COMMENT  

Mandatory Comprehensive Plan Land Use Element           
  Land Development Regulations with Affordable 

Housing Section 
        

  
  Local Housing Assistance Plan 

        
  

  HUD Consolidated Plan and One Year Action 
Plan & AI Report 

        
  

  
  

Floodplain Management Plan/Community 
Rating System 

        
  

Local Mitigation Strategy (LMS)           
Best 
Practice 

Adaptation or Resilience Plan in Local Govt 
Comprehensive Plan  

        
  

Housing Mitigation Strategic Plan (stand-alone)            
  Housing Disaster Recovery Plan (stand-alone)            
Strong 
Performer 
  

Sustainability Plans (incorporates housing)           
Resilience Plan or Local Government 
Comprehensive Plan includes policies for 
Climate Change. 

        
  

Neighborhood Development Plans 
        

  
Post-Disaster Redevelopment/Recovery Plan 
(PDRP)  

        
  

Other plan that addresses housing mitigation 
strategies not listed above, check YES and 
identify it in the Comment field 

        
  

Assessor Contact Information 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Date   

Name   

Org. 
Name 

  

Title & 
Dept. 

  



Phone   

E-Mail   

Website   

Please detail below if there are any other important components or elements that 
should be incorporated into this tab. 
  

 



Tab 8: HAZARD RISKS AND VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENTS 

This tab examines a range of potential assessments relevant to natural hazards to inform local governments 
and stakeholders about the probability and impact potential to inform unmet needs for public safety, 
protection of public and private facilities and the prioritization of infrastructure and other mitigation needs.   

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

HAZARDS, RISK, AND VULNERABILITIES: Select the 
Checkmark in the dropdown for each field to indicate if the 
item is addressed, or if it is not, is N/A, or In Process.                          

YES NO N/A IN 
PROCESS COMMENT  

Mandatory Housing Needs Assessment completed within 
the last 5 years         

  

Hazard & risk assessment plan in effect that is 
reviewed periodically as required         

  

HUD Consolidated Plan compliant with MA-65 
Hazard Mitigation - 91.210(a)(5) requirement         

  

Best 
Practice 

Public health impact assessment that includes 
the condition and accessibility of housing 
completed 

        
  

Housing Condition Assessment (windshield 
survey) completed within last 5 years         

  

Community Vulnerability Assessment 
(populations, housing, businesses)         

  

Climate Change or Resilience Action Plan 
        

  

Strong 
Performer 
  
  
  
  

Critical Infrastructure Assessment - may 
address Resilient Florida definition of critical 
infrastructure 

        
  

Maps and data to evaluate storm surge and 
flooding risks to housing stock         

  

Sea level rise inundation / exposure analysis 
        

  

Stormwater Outfall Analysis 
        

  

Tidal Flooding Analysis 
        

  

Extreme Heat Analysis 
        

  

Equity 
Principle 

Conducted flood risk or vulnerability 
assessment specifically for areas with 
concentrations of low-income residents or by 
race 

        

  



Conducted infrastructure assessments 
specifically for areas with concentrations of 
low-income residents or by race 

        
  

Your Total Points 0     0 

  Maximum Number of Points Per Category 35     17.5 

Your Points this Tab 0 

Assessor Contact Information 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Date   

Name   

Org. 
Name 

  

Title & 
Dept. 

  

Phone   

E-Mail   

Website   

Please detail below if there are any other important components or elements that 
should be incorporated into this tab. 
  



Tab 9: Comprehensive Plan Policies   

This tab examines the policy framework for housing mitigation in the elements within the Comprehensive 
Plan. It examines whether these elements adequately protect the housing stock in its current state, as well 
as in new development or redevelopment. As a best practice, policies will also be found in the Land 
Development Code. 
 

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

Comprehensive Plan: Select the Checkmark in the 
dropdown for each field to indicate if the item is addressed, 
or if it is not, is N/A, or In Process.                 

YES NO N/A IN 
PROCESS COMMENT  

Future Land Use Element (FLUE) 
Best 
Practice 

Identifies risks to existing residential areas and 
housing stock due to climate-based changes         

  
Encourages advanced resilient construction 
and design standards for multifamily, single 
family housing developments or PUDs, which 
may be implemented in Land Development 
Regulations 

        

  
Strategies are geared toward land preservation, 
such as Transfer Development Rights (TDR) 
programs 

        
  

Has policies to permit the use of appropriate 
properties for disaster recovery operations 
including temporary housing 

        
  

Permits or encourages accessory dwelling 
units in any residential zoning category 
(implemented in the Land Development 
Regulations) 

        

  
Supports energy-efficient buildings and 
residences that better reduce carbon 
emissions, conserve water, and reduce energy 
usage 

        

  
Future Land Use Map (FLUM) 
Best 
Practice 

Identifies assisted and naturally occurring 
affordable housing in flood prone areas         

  
Density bonuses are targeted in areas that have 
lower flood risks         

  
Conservation Element 
Best 
Practice  

Has policies that will support energy-efficient 
buildings and residences that reduce carbon 
emissions, conserve water, and reduce energy 
intake   

        

  
Transportation Element 
Mandatory Has policies to outline and identify safe 

hurricane evacuation routes 
        

  
Equity 
Principle 

Addresses aging/deteriorating transportation 
infrastructure, service disruptions, and 
unreliable transportation systems 

        
  

Prioritizes efforts to advance a regionally 
connected transportation system 

        
  



Capital Improvements Element   
Equity 
Principle 

Considers strategies that prioritize mitigating 
flooding issues in low- and moderate-income 
neighborhoods 

        
  

Recreation and Open Space 
Best 
Practice 

Prioritizes the development of recreation/park 
spaces that are within a 10-minute walk from 
low-income neighborhoods 

        
  

Has criteria for the use of open space for 
buffering for flood prone areas         

  
Housing Element 
Best 
Practice 

Requires that the disposition of surplus 
publicly owned land results in housing that will 
remain affordable in perpetuity   

        
  

Supports the formation of and partnership with 
community land trusts where appropriate to 
ensure that assisted housing remains 
affordable in perpetuity  

        

  
Includes policies designed to preserve assisted 
housing and naturally occurring affordable 
housing 

        
  

Supports buyout programs for housing that has 
experienced repetitive loss due to flooding or 
sinkholes  

        
  

Encourages sustainable housing development 
standards and design, for example as defined 
by Florida Green Building Coalition 

        
  

Strong 
Performer 

Has policies, funding strategies, and initiatives 
for housing mitigation programs         

  
Includes guidance on assessing flood risks to 
homes and multi-family building for households 
earning less than 100% AMI (Data is found in 
the Community Vulnerability Assessment or 
other document) 

        

  

Equity 
Principle 

Includes affordable housing goals and 
construction targets that support households 
earning less than 100% AMI 

        
  

Coastal Management Element 
Mandatory  Defines redevelopment component consistent 

with F.S. 163.3178   
        

  
Best 
Practice 

Adaptation Action Area defines higher 
construction standards          

  
Includes policies encouraging or supporting the 
acquisition of areas prone to flooding that have 
existing housing for which the households 
must be relocated to suitable affordable 
housing outside the flood risk 

        

  
Encourages redevelopment standards that are 
more stringent than flood-resistant 
construction minimum requirements in the 
Florida Building Code (FBC) 

        

  
Acquires properties that are in FEMA flood zones 
and at future flood risk         

  



Defines best practices for site development 
techniques for new construction and redevelopment         

  
Infrastructure Element 
Best 
Practice 

Promotes green infrastructure to reduce flood 
risks and increase shade and cooling         

  
Equity 
Principle 

Has policies that encourage or require the 
prioritization of low- and moderate-income 
neighborhoods for flood improvements 

        
  

Intergovernmental Coordination Element 

Strong 
Performer 

Has policies that support coordination with 
agencies to address flood risks and increase 
housing affordability 

        
  

Community participates in the Tampa Bay 
Regional Resilience Coalition          

  

Your Total Points 0     0 

  Maximum Number of Points Per Category 91     45.5 

Your Points this Tab 0 

Assessor Contact Information 

  Date   

  Name   

  
Org. 
Name 

  

  
Title & 
Dept. 

  

  Phone   

  E-Mail   

  Website   

    

  Plan Manager and Email Address   

    

  
When was the plan last adopted and 
when is the next update  

            
         

Please detail below if there are any other important components or elements that 
should be incorporated into this tab. 
  



Tab 10:  Local Mitigation Strategy 

This tab examines whether the LMS adequately addresses hazard mitigation specific to housing resources 
along with households and populations who may be vulnerable to natural hazards. For purposes of the 
checklist, extreme heat is considered a component of mitigation planning for housing.   

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

Local Mitigation Strategy (LMS):  Select the Checkmark 
in the dropdown for each field to indicate if the item is 
addressed, or if it is not, is N/A, or In Process.                 

YES NO N/A IN 
PROCESS COMMENT  

Mandatory  Completed the FEMA-required 5-year 
plan update to the Floodplain 
Management Plan for 2020 

        

  

Eligible for the following FEMA 
funding programs: Hazard Mitigation 
Grant Program (HGMP), Pre-Disaster 
Mitigation (PDM), and Flood Mitigation 
Assistance (FMA) 

        

  

Member of the National Floodplain 
Insurance Program (NFIP) 

        

  

Annual review process in place to 
assess effectiveness of the hazard 
mitigation plan 

        

  

Review process in place to incorporate 
major modifications to the 
Comprehensive Plan Land Use 
Element within one year of the 
modifications 

        

  

Best Practice Includes needs assessments that 
address vulnerabilities to housing that 
have occurred in the past five years 

        

  

Incorporates community resilience 
indicators such as the age, condition, 
and type of construction of the 
housing stock 

        

  

Includes adaptation strategies and 
improvements including elevation for 
publicly and privately owned housing  

        

  

Requires flood resistant residential 
construction methods that are more 
stringent than Florida Building Code 
(FBC) and floodplain management 
regulations 

        

  

Strong 
Performer 

Includes principles that discourage 
rebuilding residences in areas that 
have repetitive loss 

        
  



Encourages site development best 
practices to reduce flood losses to 
residential properties 

        
  

Addresses the hazards of sinkholes 
and sea level rise as a threat to 
housing 

        
  

Includes Flood Insurance Rate Maps 
(FIRMs) that align properly with the 
housing coastal hazard application 

        
  

Equity 
Principle 

Demonstrates commitment to equity-
based disaster preparedness, 
response, and recovery strategies that 
ensure all populations are best served 

        

  

Enlists community leaders on the 
frontlines in vulnerable neighborhoods 
to speak directly to their concerns and 
become part of solutions generated to 
address their areas; includes 
representatives from the vulnerable 
populations to the Local Mitigation 
Strategy Working Group at decision-
making levels 

        

  

Ensures vulnerable communities have 
access to recovery program resources 
by providing extensive outreach and 
preparedness coaching to residents to 
prevent recovery failures due to steep 
learning curves for support programs 

        

  

Connects these residents with 
resources that are prevention based to 
ease the recovery aftermath such as 
financial preparedness programs, 
evacuation alert systems for people 
without access to transportation, and 
transitions for medical/health support 
systems 

        

  

Implements strategies that minimize 
harm to low-income and other 
vulnerable populations: i.e. community 
design and installation of green 
infrastructure drainage projects, 
creating neighborhood jobs for those 
installation projects, etc.  

        

  

Your Total Points 0     0 
  

Maximum Number of Points Per Category 40     20 

Your Points this Tab 0   

Assessor Contact Information 

  Date   



  Name   

  
Org. 
Name 

  

  
Title & 
Dept. 

  

  
  
  

Phone   

E-Mail   

Website   

    

  Plan Manager and Email Address   

    

  
When was the plan last adopted and 
when is the next update? 

  
          

Please detail below if there are any other important components or elements that 
should be incorporated into this tab. 

  



Tab 11: Local Housing Assistance Plans (LHAP) 

This tab examines how well the community's LHAP plan provides resources to continually harden homes 
and ensure that new affordable homes are built to be resilient to natural hazards, including extreme heat.  

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

Local Housing Assistance Plan (LHAP) & AHAC Incentive 
Plan:  Select the Checkmark in the dropdown for each field 
to indicate if the item is addressed, or if it is not, is N/A, or In 
Process.                 

YES NO N/A IN 
PROCESS COMMENT  

Mandatory  Includes purchase price limits capped at 90% 
of the average area purchase price for the 
statistical area where the house is located 

        
  

Includes multiple forms of support for 
affordable housing development (new 
construction and retrofit), down payment 
assistance, rental assistance/mortgage 
foreclosure prevention, etc. aimed at serving 
low- to moderate-income households  

        

  

Places an emphasis on fund leveraging to 
ensure maximum investment yield of the SHIP 
funds 

        
  

Explicitly addresses workforce housing for 
essential personnel in the community         

  

Best 
Practice 

Contains a disaster mitigation strategy for 
interim repairs related to homes damaged by 
hurricanes or natural disasters, and/or the 
addition of resiliency upgrades i.e. generators 

        

  

  Requires/encourages developments assisted 
with SHIP funds to meet Enterprise 
Foundation's Green Communities Criteria or 
certification standards of the Florida Green 
Building Coalition (encouraged with financial 
or other incentives) 

        

  
  Includes a retrofit/rehabilitation and new 

construction strategy that requires mitigation 
activities (see Mitigation Best Practices tab) 
appropriate to the type of construction and 
location of the dwelling 

        

  
  Permits funding to be used in adaptive re-use 

developments for the re-purposing of existing 
non-residential buildings for housing 

        
  

  Requires permanent affordability periods for 
all SHIP investments over $45,000 per unit         

  
  Encourages strategies that support the 

Community Land Trust model 
        

  
LHAP Incentive Plan includes: 
Strong 
Performer 

Expedited permitting           
Allowance for increased density levels           
Reduction of parking requirements           



Reduction of setback requirements           
Allowance of zero-lot line configurations            
Modification of street design requirements            
Donation of publicly owned land           
Accessory dwelling units           
Incentives for mixed use development that 
conserves land area and is in close proximity 
to urban services 

        
  

Incentivizes shared living or other types of 
group housing 

        
  

Others: please enter in Comments field           
Equity 
Principle 

Outreach includes at least 4 major social 
media channels, Black churches, Black 
barber/beauty salons, schools in low-income 
neighborhoods, recreation centers serving 
those neighborhoods, and other supportive 
services organizations 

        

  
Includes partnerships with Florida chapters of 
Black professional organizations including the 
National Association of Real Estate Brokers  

        
  

Sets intentional goals and objectives to 
increase the local rate of Black 
homeownership 

        
  

Includes a strategy for hosting neighborhood-
based homebuying seminars with Black 
lenders, realtors and homebuying counselors 
sponsoring the events 

        

  
Develops strong tenant protection policies for 
assisted units to prevent landlord abuses 
during disasters that increase displacement 

        
  

Your Total Points 0     0 

  Maximum Number of Points Per Category 57     28.5 

Your Points this Tab 0 

Assessor Contact Information 

  Date   

  Name   

  
Org. 
Name 

  

  
Title & 
Dept. 

  

  Phone   

  E-Mail   

  Website   

    



  Plan Manager and Email Address   

    

  What years does the LHAP cover?   

  
What date is the next Incentive Plan 
due? 

  

         

Please detail below if there are any other important components or elements that 
should be incorporated into this tab. 
  



Tab 12: Post Disaster Redevelopment Plan 

This tab examines the Post Disaster Redevelopment Plan and the incorporation of housing mitigation 
techniques and strategies in the rebuilding and redevelopment of housing infrastructure. Other aspects 
include creating resilient housing stock in anticipation of future hazards and specific strategies for 
underserved communities.  
 

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

Post Disaster Redevelopment Plan (PDRP): Select the 
Checkmark in the dropdown for each field to indicate if 
the item is addressed, or if it is not, is N/A, or In Process.                

YES NO N/A IN 
PROCESS COMMENT  

Mandatory  Provides temporary housing siting criteria, 
provision and removal          

  

Provides for the ability to reconstruct 
homes rapidly & transition residents back to 
permanent housing 

        
  

Has build back standards for 
nonconforming and substantially damaged 
structures 

        
  

Provides for phased reconstruction and 
expedited streamlined permitting         

  

Includes plans and processes for 
controlling after-disaster blight         

  

Prioritizes emergency repairs and 
permitting to expedite repairs to housing 
infrastructure 

        
  

Strong 
Performer 

Housing is recognized as a component of 
the overall community infrastructure within 
the post-disaster recovery framework 

        
  

Requires that redevelopment activities 
incorporate mitigation techniques that 
reduce hazard vulnerabilities 

        
  

Tracks blighted properties and/or non-
compliant owners to ensure safety is 
addressed 

        
  

Includes actions to reduce hazard 
vulnerability within Special Flood Hazard 
Areas and/or Repetitive Loss Areas 

        
  

Best 
Practice 

Encourages local government to make land 
purchases that permanently remove risk          

  

Prioritizes the disposition of surplus land 
for affordable housing that will be affordable 
in perpetuity 

        
  

Has policies to encourage covenants in new 
homeowner and neighborhood associations 
to include hazard mitigation measures 

        
  



Includes public outreach regarding building 
repair requirements and hazard mitigation 
techniques to residents and builders 

        
  

Emphasizes affordable housing in post-
disaster housing strategies, requiring 
resiliency upgrades to mitigate the impact 
of future hazards 

        

  

Incentivizes the use of mitigation 
techniques during post-disaster rebuild or 
repair planning 

        
  

Equity 
Principle 
  
  
  

Includes an action to establish a Disaster 
Housing Taskforce that includes members 
representative of vulnerable communities 
who will have a voice in decision-making 

        

  

Disaster Housing Taskforce collaborates 
with the Local Mitigation Strategy working 
group to ensure hazard mitigation 
techniques are included during post-
disaster rebuilding and there is 
representative community input into project 
planning 

        

  

Local residents in frontline communities 
contribute to the PDRP's post-disaster 
redevelopment planning through workshops 
and charrettes held within walking distance 
of neighborhood residences 

        

  

Prioritizes funding and activities for post-
disaster housing infrastructure recovery in 
vulnerable frontline communities 

        
  

Your Total Points 0     0 

  Maximum Number of Points Per Category 47     23.5 

Your Points this Tab 0 

Assessor Contact Information 
  Date   

  Name   

  Org. Name   

  Title & Dept.   

  Phone   

  E-Mail   

  Website   

    
  Plan Manager and Email Address   
    



  When is the next update due for this 
plan? 

  
         

Please detail below if there are any other important components or elements that 
should be incorporated into this tab. 
  

 



Tab 13: Community Rating System 

This tab examines certain aspects of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) Community Rating 
System (CRS) and the integration of Floodplain Management criteria with other local resilience planning 
efforts.   

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

Community Rating System: Select the Checkmark in the 
dropdown for each field to indicate if the item is addressed, 
or if it is not, is N/A, or In Process.                 

YES NO N/A IN 
PROCESS COMMENT  

Mandatory Prohibits future housing development 
located in or adjacent to wetlands, 
floodplains, coastal hazard areas, 
brownfields, or toxic areas  

        

  

Hazard information is available and 
accessible to the general public         

  

Includes a multi-hazard mitigation plan  
        

  

Protects existing floodplain development 
through floodproofing, elevation, or minor 
flood control projects 

        
  

Best 
Practice 

Community has a rating class of 5 or better 
on the NFIP CRS scale          

  

Has regulations tailored to protect critical 
facilities or areas subject to special flood 
hazards (for example, alluvial fans, ice jams, 
subsidence, or coastal erosion) 

        

  

Requires soil tests or engineered 
foundations         

  

Requires coastal construction standards in 
AE Zones         

  

Requires freeboard at least 3 feet above BFE 
        

  

  Develops a Program for Public Information 
(PPI)         

  

Strong 
Performer 

Requires compensatory storage to offset 
loss of flood storage capacity         

  

Parcel identification system indicates prior 
subsidence of parcels         

  

The PPI plan provides clear guidance to 
support action for Priority Message 4, 
"Protect your property from the hazard" 

        
  

Limits new buildings and/or fill in the 
floodplain         

  



Equity 
Principle 

Policy efforts include provisions to explicitly 
prevent storm related redevelopment 
projects from creating new gentrification-
based displacement 

        

  

  Addresses Activity 340 (Hazard Disclosure) 
by establishing protocol for real estate 
disclosure programs and informational 
resources to be developed for specific 
communities 

        

  

  Identifies and defines priority audiences 
including vulnerable populations such as 
minority and low-income populations 

        
  

  Includes polices and actions for improving 
infrastructure for areas located/zoned for 
affordable housing development 

        
  

Your Total Points 0     0 

  Maximum Number of Points Per Category 36     18 

Your Points this Tab 0 

Assessor Contact Information 

  Date   

  Name   

  Org. Name   

  Title & Dept.   

  Phone   

  E-Mail   

  Website   
    

  Plan Manager and Email Address   

    

  
When was the plan last adopted and when is 
the next update  

            
         

Please detail below if there are any other important components or elements that 
should be incorporated into this tab. 
  





Tab 14: Construction Standards 
This tab examines whether your construction and/or rehabilitation standards encourage resilient or green 
building criteria for new housing or rehabilitation, as well as the building site. It also examines the integration 
of Floodplain Management criteria with Green Building practices for holistic structure and neighborhood 
resilience. 
 

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

Resiliency through Housing Rehabilitation Standards 
and Green Retrofit Practices: Select the Checkmark in 
the dropdown for each field to indicate if the item is 
addressed, or if it is not, is N/A, or In Process.                 

YES NO N/A IN 
PROCESS COMMENT  

Mandatory 
Develops and implements CDBG and HOME 
rehab/retrofit standards in all repair projects 

          

Requires all disaster damaged structures to 
meet current building codes in repair 
projects over 50% of structure value 

          

Best 
Practice 

Organizes multi-disciplinary policy planners 
to ensure all housing programs and funding 
resources are coordinated in a way that 
best serves the needs of vulnerable 
communities 

          

  Mandates or encourages as a 
condition/incentive of grant funding the use 
of resilient building features in 
development/redevelopment (if yes, please 
list examples in the comment section) 

          

  
  
  
  

Local building code and/or Planning 
department plan review process includes 
resilient building features  

          

Recognized by the FGBC as meeting its 
Florida Green Local Government Standard 
Designation and/or is a member of the 
Florida Green Building Coalition  

          

Includes members of staff that are 
credentialed in resilient building design             

Includes updated CDBG rehab/retrofit 
standards that require resiliency features in 
all retrofit projects; i.e. impact doors and 
windows, storm shutters, hurricane bracing 
(reinforced roofs, soffits, gutters, garage 
doors), elevated mechanicals, etc. 

          

Strong 
Performer 

Includes participation in the FDEM mobile 
home tie-down program           

  Includes policies regarding replacement of 
pre-1994 mobile homes and 1994-post 
manufactured homes 

          

  Includes strategies for the repair or 
replacement of mobile homes            



Equity 
Principle 

Implements policies that allocate gap 
funding for affordable housing 
developments to achieve green building 
certification levels 

          

  Addresses the systemic under-valuation of 
real estate improvements in BIPOC 
communities when applying FEMA’s 50% 
rule 

          

Your Total Points 0     0 

  Maximum Number of Points Per Category 29     14.5 

Your Points this Tab 0 

Assessor Contact Information 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

Date   

Name   

Org. 
Name 

  

Title & 
Dept. 

  

Phone   

E-Mail   

Website   
  

Plan Manager and Email Address   

  
When was the plan last adopted and 
when is the next update? 

            
         

Please detail below if there are any other important components or elements that 
should be incorporated into this tab. 
  

 



Tab 15: Stakeholder Engagement 
This tab provides a list of personnel who should be involved in creating and coordinating community-wide 
mitigation and disaster preparation planning.  Your responses to Stakeholder Engagement are not tallied 
into Program Performance. Feel free to update titles to match your personnel. 

  

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

Please indicate the team members 
responsible for coordination: 

YES NO N/A  IN 
PROCESS COMMENT  

Team Members: 

City or County Administrator           
Floodplain Manager (CRS programs, hazards)           
Emergency/Disaster Management Manager 
(LMS) 

        
  

Resilience Manager           
Comprehensive Planner           
Academic or Research Institution           
Transportation Planner           
Land Use Planner           
Parks and Natural Resources Planner           
Community Redevelopment Specialist             
Energy Specialist            
Sustainability/Resiliency Manager           
GIS Analyst           
Public Works - Stormwater Management Staff           
Development Review/Permitting Official           
Building Official            
Code Enforcement Staff           
County Minority Health Liaison           
SHIP Administrator           
Other Housing Staff - CDBG, HOME, ESG, 
etc. 

        
  

Public Housing Staff            
Ending Homelessness Staff            
Housing Counselors           
Other: indicate in Comment field           
Other: indicate in Comment field           
   
External professional collaborators may include: 
Nonprofit Housing Organization Staff           
Community Land Trust Staff            
Developers/Building Community           
Green Building Professionals           
Financial Industry Representative           
Insurance Industry Representative           
Realtor or Member of Real Estate Community           
Environmental Professional           



Federal Program Administrators - USDA, 
HUD, etc. 

        
  

Other: indicate in Comment field           
Other: indicate in Comment field           
Other: indicate in Comment field           
  

Assessor Contact Information 

  Date   

  Name   

  Org. Name   

  Title & Dept.   

  Phone   

  E-Mail   

  Website   

 
 

      
Please detail below if there are any other important components or elements that 
should be incorporated into this tab?   
  



Tab 16: Checklist Progress and 
Performance Report 

  
    

Keep track of the progress your team is making in completing the checklist. Column A indicates suggested 
team members who should complete or review each tab. The Performance Category scoring is 
automatically populated from each of the plan tab. Note that IN PROCESS responses receive one half of 
the points for that row. Tabs or statements that are null or N/A will be reconciled in scoring by FHC.   

Team Member 
Responsible Tabs 

Check 
When 

Completed 

Your 
Points 

Total 
Possible 
Points 

All team 
members 
review 

Tab 1:  About REACH   NA NA 

All team 
members 
review 

Tab 2: Instructions   NA NA 

Team Leader Tab 3: Performance Categories   NA NA 

All team 
members 
review 

Tab 4: Policy References   NA NA 

All team 
members 
review 

Tab 5: Housing Mitigation Best 
Practices 

  NA NA 

All team 
members 
review 

Tab 6: Addressing Racial Equity   NA NA 

Team Leader Tab 7: Baseline Plans   NA NA 

Community 
Mitigation 
Officer 

Tab 8: Hazard Risk Assessment   0.0 35 

Lead Planner Tab 9: Comprehensive Plan   0.0 91 

Community 
Mitigation 
Officer 

Tab 10: Local Mitigation Strategy (LMS)   0.0 40 

SHIP 
Administrator 

Tab 11: Local Housing Assistance Plan 
(LHAP) 

  0.0 57 

Lead Planner 
and 
Emergency 
Management 
Staff 

Tab 12: Post Disaster Recovery Plan   0.0 47 

Floodplain 
Manager 

Tab 13: Community Rating System 
Plans 

  0.0 36 



Development 
Review Staff 
or Building 
Official 

Tab 14: Retrofit Construction Standards   0.0 29 

All team 
members 
review 

Tab 15: Stakeholder Engagement   NA NA 

Team Leader Tab 16:  Program Performance   0.0 342 

 


